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Abstract

Purpose: Sloan letters displayed by the Electronic Visual Acuity (EVA) system are

the gold standard for recognition acuity measurement in research settings. How-

ever, letters are not always appropriate for children. The Auckland Optotypes

(TAO) are a new, open-access set of 10 pictograms available in regular and van-

ishing formats. We sought to assess feasibility of using both formats of TAO for

measuring visual acuity (VA) in children using a Bayesian adaptive staircase, in a

community setting.

Methods: We tested 121 children (5–12 years old) with both formats of TAO, a

handheld flipchart vision screener (Parr vision test), as well as the gold standard

EVA. We measured feasibility of the three comparison tests in three ways. First,

using limits of agreement (LoA) with EVA, second, calculating area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), and finally, investigating trial-by-

trial responses.

Results: Agreement between tests was within test-retest reliability of EVA measures

(LoATAOregular = �0.14, LoATAOvanishing = �0.15, LoAParr = �0.16 logMAR). TAO

tests were highly effective at identifying children with vision impairment

(AUCTAOregular = 0.96, AUCTAOvanishing = 0.95), whereas Parr was less effective

(AUCParr = 0.82). In 5–6 year old children there was an enhanced advantage of

TAO (AUCTAOregular = 0.97, AUCTAOvanishing = 0.98) over Parr (AUCParr = 0.75).

Although each child completed 16 trials, approximately 10 trials were sufficient to

achieve excellent LoA, and six trials sufficient for accurate screening.

Conclusion: Threshold VA assessment and vision screening are feasible using

both vanishing and regular formats of TAO.

Introduction

The Electronic Visual Acuity (EVA) testing system1–3 is a

valuable tool for measuring the visual acuity (VA) of children

within a research setting (e.g. for clinical trials, as used

recently by Guo et al.4). The EVA uses the ETDRS set of 10

Sloan letters for children 7 years and older, and the four item

HOTV Sloan letter set for children younger than 7 years.5

For an observer unfamiliar with Roman letters, having fewer

alternatives can aid identification, but also increases the pos-

sibility of correct guessing, which can lead to over-estimation

of performance.6 An alternative approach is to use pictogram

optotypes with more than four options.

We have recently described a new set of 10 pictogram

optotypes (The Auckland Optotypes, or TAO)7 designed to

be used across cultures, and in either regular (black presen-

tation on a white background with surrounding interac-

tion/crowding bars) or vanishing (split black and white

strokes on a grey background with no crowding bars8) for-

mats. TAO has two key advantages over other optotype

sets. First, TAO are more accessible for participants who do

not know Roman letters. Second, each shape elicits an
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acuity estimate that is more similar to others within the set

compared to Sloan letters.7

Vanishing optotypes are unique in that the split black

and white strokes on a grey background mean that when

this luminance modulation cannot be resolved the optotype

appears to vanish into the grey background.8 This contrasts

with traditional black letters on a white background, which

retain low spatial frequency information after the stroke is

unresolvable. The Cardiff Acuity Test9 uses this vanishing

format for testing children’s acuity within a forced choice

preferential looking task, while the TAO requires children

to name the optotype from the set of 10 available options.

Vanishing variants were included in this project as they

have superior test-retest reliability10, and may be more sen-

sitive to measuring subtle changes in acuity arising from

some conditions (for example, macular degeneration11).

Regardless of the optotype set or format being presented,

the choice of what size to present the target is central to

measurement of VA. This includes both the protocol

through which a threshold is estimated, as well as a defini-

tion of what constitutes ‘normal’ performance. In terms of

protocol, the size-progressions used clinically remain

largely based on standards established with physical

charts.12–14 Indeed, digital tests often use a similar presen-

tation protocol to charts.15–17 Standardised digital tests for

children have favoured a chart-style format, but opting for

single optotype presentation and phases of testing (engage-

ment, reinforcement, etc1,2). In a research setting, however,

Bayesian adaptive staircases (such as QUEST18 and ZEST19)

are popular (for an overview see Klein20). These algorithms

take full advantage of single item presentation through use

of variable step sizes which, together with their use of all

observer responses, supports more efficient threshold-esti-

mation.21 We were interested in whether a Bayesian strat-

egy might be feasible/useful for VA testing of children.

In terms of what constitutes ‘normal’ performance, differ-

ent sets of symbols elicit different VA results, even if the

dimensions of the optotypes (stroke width and bounding

box) are matched.16 In fact, normal performance depends on

the subset of symbols within the set (consider the difference

in VA elicited from the ETDRS and HOTV subsets of Sloan

letters).15,16 A choice needs to be made, therefore, about

whether a recognition task is intended to capture the mini-

mum angle of resolution (the stroke width facilitating recog-

nition), the overall size of a symbol which can be recognised

(bounding box size), or whether symbols should be scaled so

that performance falls in line with performance measured

with other sets. Although the latter case is the least principled,

it is the only case in which acuity results between optotype sets

can be compared (offering substantial clinical utility), and has

been the choice ofmost picture optotype sets.22,23

This study was conducted in New Zealand (NZ) where

the Parr chart, a modified version of the Sheridan Gardiner

test, is used for pre-school vision screening in children

4–5 years of age. This test consists of seven Sloan font let-

ters (A, H, O, T, U, V, X), presented within a 15-page flip-

book where each page shows one optotype surrounded by

crowding bars. Given its simplicity and importance within

NZ, we included this test as an additional comparison to

the regular and vanishing TAO tests. We have previously

reported acuity estimates in adults for the TAO set includ-

ing inter-optotype reliability.7 Building on this work, here

we explore the feasibility of the newly developed TAO set

(in regular and vanishing formats) for testing recognition

acuity of children in a community setting.

We used a QUEST staircase procedure to set stimulus pre-

sentation size. We then used Bland Altman analysis24 to esti-

mate 95% limits of agreement (LoA) between TAO and EVA,

and compared this to established test-retest performance of

the EVA testing system.1,2 We use all three alternatives for

calculating logMAR (stroke, bounding box and subjective

equivalence) and evaluate mean agreement with EVA for

each alternative. In addition to quantifying agreement with a

standard test, we consider a test’s capacity to identify children

with a visual problem. This is typically done by assessing sen-

sitivity and specificity from receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curves after separating participants into those with

from those without a visual problem. To further explore fea-

sibility of the TAO tablet test, we investigated which opto-

types are correct most often as well as how many trials are

needed to achieve acceptable LoA with EVA1,2 and to main-

tain diagnostic accuracy.

Methods

Participants

The project was approved by The University of Auckland

Human Ethics Committee, and our protocol complied with

the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Parents provided

written, informed consent and children provided written

assent. One hundred and twenty-one children were

recruited from three low socioeconomic status, culturally

diverse schools within the Auckland region. We included

children aged 5–12 years because we were equally inter-

ested in threshold estimation (relevant for research and

clinical application throughout childhood) as well as pass/

fail screening status (most relevant to preschool screening).

All schools taught in English. Parents reported the child’s

ethnicity and when self-identification included mixed back-

grounds, we used the first ethnicity reported. Ethnicity was

grouped based on Level 1 classifications from Statistics

NZ.a Age, gender and ethnicity characteristics for our

cohort are summarised in Figure 1.

ahttp://archive.stats.govt.nz/methods/classifications-and-standards/classif

ication-related-stats-standards/ethnicity.aspx (accessed 24 April, 2018).
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Visual assessment

Testing was conducted where it was most convenient for

the participant’s family (who were given the choice of

the school or The University of Auckland Eye Clinic).

For clinic appointments, parents accompanied their child,

whereas for testing at the school, parents were given the

option to attend or receive a post-assessment phone call

to discuss outcomes. Two trained researchers conducted

the acuity testing: one researcher ran the EVA and Parr,

and the other ran both variants of TAO test on a tablet

computer. Children were tested in groups of two, allow-

ing test order to be pseudo-randomised between EVA

and TAO, i.e. half the children completed the TAO task

first while the other completed EVA acuity measures first.

We tested right eye, then left eye using occluding glasses.

If a child had refractive correction we tested uncorrected

vision first, then corrected. We henceforth report uncor-

rected VA.

Acuity-specific protocols

Prior to testing, we ensured each child could identify the

symbols in a given set by matching on a key card. For

EVA and Parr, the child was shown each target in paper

format and either named or pointed to the corresponding

item on their key card. For the tablet tests, we formalised

this process by showing children short animationsb in

which a cartoon of the optotype turned into the black

symbol on a white screen. The optotype was displayed

within a 4 cm by 4 cm box, such that the minimum angle

of resolution (stroke width) subtended approximately

10 min of arc (similar to 1.0 logMAR, or Snellen equiva-

lent 6/60). A single frame from each animation is shown

in Figure 2 with the corresponding optotype. Children

were asked to name or match the symbol after each ani-

mation. If a symbol was identified incorrectly, the symbol

was displayed again at the end of the set of animations. If

incorrect a second time, the child was deemed untestable.

This phase served a similar function to the ‘pre-test’

described by Holmes1. We did not provide formal feed-

back during any task, but children were provided with

continued encouragement, and praise for providing

answers, whether correct or incorrect. Assessors were privy

to stimulus level on the EVA and Parr tests, but not the

TAO tests. The TAO tests had a re-randomise option,

whereby the assessor could display a second optotype of

the same size if the child lost concentration; this feature

was not available on the EVA or Parr tests.

Every regular format optotype test (TAO, EVA and

Parr) utilised single optotype presentation with crowding

bars. Vanishing optotypes (TAO only) were not crowded.

For TAO and Parr, bars were positioned half an optotype

width (edge to edge distance) away from the symbol. For

EVA, crowding bars were positioned one optotype width

from the symbol. Testing distance, stimulus size progres-

sion protocol and termination criteria varied between

Figure 1. Demographic information.

bhttps://github.com/dakinlab/OpenOptotypes (accessed 24 April, 2018).
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tests, as summarised in Table 1. We used the standard-

ised protocols for both EVA1–3 and Parrc (including their

use of logMAR approximations for Snellen stimulus size).

For TAO tablet tests, we used a similar protocol to a pre-

vious version25 based on a Bayesian adaptive staircase

(QUEST)18, programmed in MATLAB (www.math

works.com) using Psychtoolbox (www.psychtool-

box.org,26,27). We set the expected acuity threshold to 0.0

logMAR, with a standard deviation of 0.3 logMAR, esti-

mated lapse rate to be 1% and the guessing rate to 10%

(to reflect the 10 alternatives possible). Rather than start-

ing at threshold, we forced the first presentation to a lar-

ger and therefore easier 0.3 logMAR to increase

motivation. If the first presentation was correct, the sec-

ond presentation was set to 0.15 logMAR, and thereafter

(or if the first presentation was incorrect) progression

was left to the QUEST algorithm. We presented 16 trials

per staircase. QUEST generated a threshold estimating

the stimulus size supporting 75% correct identification.

The test was run on a Microsoft Surface Pro 3 tablet

computer (www.microsoft.com). The built-in LCD dis-

play (2160 9 1440 pixels, subtending 9.6° by 6.5°) was

gamma corrected (white, ~300 cd m�2, black 1 cd m�2

and grey 150 cd m�2). Testing was conducted at a view-

ing distance of 1.5 m, based on recommendations for

screening preschool children.5

Comprehensive eye examinations

Complete paediatric eye examinations were conducted by

eye care professionals experienced in providing care to chil-

dren. The eye examination included unilateral and alternat-

ing cover test performed at distance (≥3 m) and near

(40 cm), near point of convergence, stereoacuity with the

Randot preschool test, ocular motility testing, cycloplegic

refraction and ocular health assessment. Retinoscopy was

performed a minimum of 35 min after installation of one

drop of 1% cyclopentolate. Dilation was considered com-

plete if the pupil size was >6 mm and the pupillary reflex

was absent 40 min after instillation. One further drop of

cyclopentolate 1% was added, at the discretion of the clini-

cian, after 40 min if required. The fundus and ocular media

were assessed using direct and binocular indirect ophthal-

moscopy. Only participants whose families agreed to have

their child undergo cycloplegic refraction were included in

the study, however, two children refused cycloplegia on the

day of testing and their acuity data is included in our

results.

Analysis

When converting between pixel size and logMAR for

Sloan letters, the height of the overall optotype size

(bounding box) is divided by 5, such that the minimum

angle of resolution (MAR) is the stroke width. The log-

MAR system has been standardised such that a Sloan letter

which subtends 5 min (and therefore a stroke that

Figure 2. Frame from animation with corresponding optotype.

Table 1. Test overview

Test

distance Protocol Termination

Testable range

(logMAR) Optotypes

The Auckland

Optotypes

1.5 m QUEST adaptive

(16 trials)

Trials complete �0.3 to 1.5 1 23 4 5 67 8 9 0

Parr 4 m 3 optotypes at each

level (5 levels)

2 incorrect at one

level

0.0 to 0.7 (converted

from Snellen)

A H O T U V X

Electronic

Visual Acuity

3 m Custom adaptive

algorithm

Algorithm complete �0.2 to 1.6 C D H K N O R S V Z (H O T V)

chttps://www.health.govt.nz/system/files/documents/publications/national-

vision-hearing-screening-protocols-v3.pdf
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subtends 1 min) has a common logarithm of the MAR

(stroke) equal to 0. However, for optotypes with less of

the bounding box comprised of the stroke (such as Lea

symbols), direct use of stroke width as the MAR overesti-

mates acuity in relation to Sloan letters,28 and direct use

of the bounding box underestimates acuity compared to

Sloan letters.29 If the goal is to have results equitable to

Sloan VA tests, a modified divisor is often required to

estimate logMAR (summary provided by Bailey and

Lovie-Kitchin15). Although a full study would need to

be done to establish appropriate performance-based scal-

ing factors, prior to the current project we derived esti-

mates from published accounts of scaling for other

picture sets28 and previous work with TAO symbols

[comparing TAO to Landolt Cs in adults,7 TAO to Lea

symbols in children25 and some pilot data comparing

TAO to EVA results in children (Hamm, Anstice &

Dakin, unpublished)]. This resulted in estimates of 0.0

logMAR equivalent for bounding box sizes at 7.6 and

12.6 min for regular and vanishing optotypes, respec-

tively (summarised in Figure 3). Note that this scaling

influences mean differences (bias) between EVA and

TAO tests, but not the LoA between tests. Likewise, it

influences acuity cut-offs for sensitivity and specificity,

but not the area under the ROC curves. We will focus

on measures independent of scaling, however, we report

mean difference between EVA and TAO for each

method of calculating logMAR, as well as reporting the

Figure 3. Scaling of The Auckland Optotypes (TAO). At the 0.0 logMAR line, Sloan letters (such as the c shown here) are displayed at 5 min of arc,

such that the stroke width (minimum angle of resolution, or MAR) is 1 min. For TAO, which has a different bounding box to stroke ratio, matching

stoke width (Panel a) causes an overestimation of acuity and matching bounding box (Panel b) causes TAO to underestimate acuity. If the goal is to

have a new test elicit similar logMAR values, scaling needs to be based on normative data rather than bounding box or stroke width. Although we

made estimates from previous projects and pilot data (Panel c), development of robust normative scaling factors requires more research.
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scaling factor required in this study for the mean differ-

ence to be 0.0 logMAR.

Although QUEST was responsible for setting stimulus

size during the psychophysical testing protocol using TAO,

we re-fit raw trial-by-trial stimulus-response data with psy-

chometric functions. We used the Palamedes tool box30 to

do this, and set the acuity range from �0.3 to 1.5 logMAR

with the slope from 3.3 to 50. Lapse and guess rates were

fixed at 1% and 10%, respectively. We used the PAL_PFML_

Fit function and estimated threshold from the best-fitting

cumulative normal distribution.

For Bland Altman analysis, we used the eye with poorer

vision based on EVA scores. In cases of equal VA, we used

data from the right eye. Test-retest reliability for the EVA

was estimated from two previous studies1,2 by calculating

95% LoA. These values were �0.21 logMAR and �0.19 log-

MAR respectively. Given the use of EVA as a gold standard,

we reasoned acceptable LoA with EVA would be near �0.2

logMAR.

Each participant was assigned a status (visually nor-

mal or visually impaired) using the American Associa-

tion of Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus

(AAPOS) criteria31,32, (for details see Column 2 of

Table 2). Based on these binary classifications, ROC

curves were generated, and area under the curve (AUC)

was used as a measure of test utility for screening (from

which sensitivity and specificity of each test can be cal-

culated at various cut-offs). An area of 1 under the

ROC curve indicates perfect sensitivity and specificity,

while 0.5 indicates the test has no predictive power (the

test result provides only chance levels of distinguishing a

‘patient’ from a ‘control’).

In addition to these two key outcome measures (LoA

and AUC), we further explored TAO tests results. We

inquired about lapse rates, duration of task, bias in opto-

type responses, and impact of number of trials. We used

repeated measures ANOVA and correlations as part of these

additional investigations.

Results

Visual outcomes of children

All 121 children were deemed testable on TAO and EVA.

One child did not have a measurable acuity on the Parr test,

as he was unable to achieve two correct responses on the

0.7 logMAR level, which is the largest optotype (his VA was

measured at approximately 1.0 logMAR using EVA). Crite-

ria for visual impairment as well as the number of children

meeting each criterion are presented in Table 2. Eleven par-

ticipants out of 121 (9%) failed screening criteria. Five and

six year olds accounted for less than half the participants

(51 of 121), but over half of the children (6) identified with

a vision problem. Two children had a vision problem with-

out associated unaided acuity loss on the gold standard

acuity test; one child had hyperopia and the other had

manifest strabismus.

Agreement with EVA

Figure 4 shows the results of the TAO tests in both regu-

lar and vanishing formats as well as the Parr test, each

compared to the EVA results in the form of Bland Altman

plots.24 Overall, mean acuity threshold estimates from

TAO tests and EVA were very similar; with only approxi-

mately one letter (0.03 logMAR) difference between the

EVA result and the result from both the regular and van-

ishing formats of the TAO test. In other words, with cur-

rent use of 7.6 (regular) and 12.6 (vanishing) as divisors

(scaling factor) in the logMAR calculation resulted in

EVA yielding slightly better acuity (lower logMAR values)

than TAO.

The differences between VA results were normally dis-

tributed for both TAO tests, but not Parr. Bland Alt-

man LoA for the weaker eye were less than �0.2

logMAR for all tests, the approximate test re-test relia-

bility for EVA in children up to 7 years old1,2. The

Table 2. Number of participants who failed based on diagnostic criteria.

Diagnosis Criteria Number failed

Refractive error 3 (2)

Myopia More than 1.50 D 0

Hyperopia More than 3.50 D 1 (1)

Astigmatism More than1.50 DC 1 This child also failed visual acuity

Anisometropia More than 1.50 D interocular

difference (spherical equivalent)

1 (1) This child also failed visual acuity

Strabismus >8 manifest tropia 1

Unexplained acuity loss Worse than or equal to 0.2 logMAR (Electronic

Visual Acuity) and no other positive findings

7 (4)

Total 11 (6)

Total number in bold, and number of 5 and 6 year olds in parenthesis.
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95% LoA for the regular version of TAO was �0.14

logMAR, for the vanishing version was �0.15 logMAR

and for the Parr test was �0.16 logMAR.

Influence of scaling factors on mean difference

Although we started with an estimate for scaling, we also

calculated mean difference using the two other strategies

outlined in Figure 3. Using the exact stroke width (1/8.2 of

the bounding box) caused estimates for regular optotypes

to overlap exactly with mean EVA results (0.0 logMAR dif-

ference). However, for vanishing optotypes, stroke width

(1/16.4 of the bounding box) meant VA estimates became

better than EVA (by 0.08 logMAR). Alternatively, if MAR

estimates were based on simply dividing the bounding box

by 5 (as is the case for Sloan letters), the estimates are less

consistent with VA measures from the EVA test. Using this

method of estimating logMAR, TAOregular had a mean dif-

ference of �0.22 logMAR and vanishing �0.44 logMAR,

such that EVA scores were much better than TAO. For the

TAO vanishing set to be perfectly aligned with EVA for this

cohort, the divisor needed to be 13.5.

ROC curves

The regular and vanishing variants of the tablet TAO

test were good at identifying children with a vision dis-

order based upon the AAPOS criteria (AUC = 0.96 and

0.95 respectively, Figure 5). Both performed better than

the Parr test (AUC = 0.82). Sensitivity and specificity

can be calculated for specific cut offs (Figure 5 inset

shows examples), but this is directly related to how the

optotypes are scaled, which can be adjusted. Note the

slight overestimation of acuity by TAO is associated with

a lower (0.1 logMAR) cut off VA with the current

scaling.

Analysis of children aged 5 and 6 years

Since we used a different EVA protocol (HOTV letters only)

for children younger than 7 years, we also ran an adjunct

analysis on only this subset of participants. The results are

compiled into a single figure below (Figure 6). Limits of

agreement were similar to the whole cohort (�0.13 to

�0.16 logMAR). Within these 51 participants, six had visual

problems as defined by the AAPOS criteria. As with the full

cohort, each tablet TAO test was more effective than the

Parr test in terms of the AUC (AUCTAOregular = 0.97,

AUCTAOvanishing = 0.98, AUCParr = 0.75). Note the difference

in AUC between the tablet tests and the Parr test is larger in

the subset of younger children than for the whole cohort.

Further analysis of tablet-based tests

Lapses

Lapses are errors made when the judgement should be easy,

typically due to factors such as distraction. By counting trials

on which children were shown an optotype well above their

threshold and answered incorrectly, we can estimate a lapse

rate for the cohort. We set the criterion for ‘well above’ at

0.1 logMAR above TAO test threshold for each staircase. For

regular optotypes, the lapse rate was 0.67% of trials, and for

vanishing it was 0.83%; both just under the 1% used for

QUEST and the Palamedes refits, suggesting it is an appro-

priate estimate for this cohort and protocol used.

Duration

TAO test duration (for a single staircase) averaged

86 � 30 s for the whole cohort and 90 � 31 s for children

5 and 6 years old. Figure 7 displays test duration (� stan-

dard deviation) left to right in order of task completion for

the whole cohort. Repeated measures ANOVA results show

that task duration shortened with experience (F(3) = 15.4,

Figure 4. Bland Altman results for the weaker eye. Each test is a comparison of the named test with the gold standard Electronic Visual Acuity

(EVA). Data points are partially transparent to allow viewing of overlapping data points. The solid horizontal grey line represents mean difference,

dashed horizontal lines represent 95% limits of agreement (� 95% confidence intervals – solid vertical lines).
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Figure 5. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. ROC curves for children’s acuity tests for detecting failure of one of more of the AAPOS

screening criteria.31

Figure 6. Results from subset of participants aged 5 or 6 years.
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p < 0.001). Specifically, Bonferroni corrected post hoc anal-

ysis confirms that the RE regular (first test) took longer than

both LE regular (third test) and vanishing (fourth test).

Bias

If certain optotypes were either easier to identify than

others, or if there was a group level bias in favour of some

shapes, we would expect the identification rate for some

optotypes to be higher than for others. To look at this, we

pooled trials across all participants and eyes (121 partici-

pants 9 two eyes, 16 trials each: 3872 total trials), sepa-

rately for regular and vanishing stimuli, and looked at

correct trials within each set. Across all trials, we expect the

proportion correct to be approximately 0.10, assuming

there is not differential difficulty or bias. Among correct

trials for regular format optotypes, the proportion that each

optotype contributed to a correct response ranged from

0.06 (178/2852 1) to 0.14 (390/2852 8). For vanishing

optotypes the range was similar (0.07 4 to 0.13 7).

To disentangle the contribution of bias (some shapes

being preferred) from difficulty (some shapes being easier

to identify) we calculated ranked individual optotype diffi-

culty from a previous project using TAO in adults7. Diffi-

culty for regular and vanishing optotypes were not

correlated with one another in this adult data set. We could

therefore ask whether variation in children’s responses were

better explained by difficulty (assessed by correlation with

ranked, individually assessed thresholds in the adult data)

or by preference or ‘bias’ towards some shapes over others

(assessed by correlation between proportional correct

responses for individual regular and vanishing optotypes).

Although both account for some variance, bias was a better

predictor of correct responses. From the scatter plots in

Figure 8, it is clear that the 1 and 4 were less popular

responses than the 7, 0, 6 and 8, particularly for

younger children. Neither gender nor ethnicity appeared to

change the pattern of correct responses (each correlation –
male vs female, or any combination of ethnicities – showed

at least p < 0.05 and R2 > 0.75).

Trials

We used Palamedes refitting to examine how a reduction

in the number of trials would influence outcomes. For the

number of trials ranging from 1 to 16, we calculated the

theoretical capacity for effective screening with AUC for

ROC curves as well as theoretical LoA with EVA. The inset

in each subplot in Figure 9 shows how we derived a single

data point in each subplot (in each case the inset shows the

results at 16 trials). Row 1 is the impact of trial number on

AUC results, using the AAPOS screening criteria and Row

2 shows LoA with EVA.

It is clear from Figure 9 that additional trials yield

diminishing returns in terms of identifying children with

vision disorders. As such, the data were fit with exponen-

tial functions (orange lines). The ‘knee’ of each function

was established by adding a straight line from the result at

Trial 1 to the result at Trial 16, and finding the trial corre-

sponding to the maximum perpendicular distance between

the straight line and the fitted curve. We highlight this

point (where additional trials produce diminishing

returns) with an orange arrow and the corresponding

(rounded) trial number.

Discussion

Results from the new TAO tablet test (using regular and

vanishing optotypes) showed good agreement with the

standard EVA test. Indeed, all test results were within

test-retest scores for EVA,1,2 and there was little differ-

ence in LoA across the three comparison tests

(LoATAOregular = �0.14, LoATAOvanishing = �0.15,

LoAParr = �0.16 logMAR). Note that our children were

older (5–12, rather than 3–7 years), and had less visual

anomalies (as they were recruited from schools rather

than clinics) than the participants in the two EVA test-ret-

est studies.1,2 Additionally, all children were tested by the

same research team rather than at different sites, as was

the case for the other published EVA studies.1,2 The excel-

lent agreement in our study therefore may be partially

attributable to our cohort and protocol. Other authors

have shown similar agreement between tests; for example,

even in very young children (3–6 years), Moganeswari,

et al.33 reported agreement between Lea and HOTV charts

of �0.12 logMAR. Others have found poorer agreement; a

new digital test showed 95% of participants had results

within �0.27 logMAR of a Snellen chart.34 Additionally,

beyond eight trials, we saw diminishing returns in terms

of agreement with EVA, with 10 trials for regular and van-

ishing achieving LoA of �0.15 logMAR. This suggests the

TAO test could be shorted beyond the 1.5 min it was tak-

ing children per test, without compromising accuracy.

In clinical terms, accuracy is dependent on the actual acu-

ity outcome rather than just the agreement. Such perceptual

Figure 7. Test duration � standard deviation. One minute is depicted

with a dotted line for reference.
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equivalence between optotype sets often requires a scaling

factor. Here we trialled scaling factors (for regular and van-

ishing formats) derived from the description of Lea symbols

by Cyert et al.28 adjusted based on (unpublished) pilot data

and a previous work investigating use of TAO regular and

vanishing optotypes in children,25 and adults.7 Using these

scaling factors, measured VA was slightly better (by approxi-

mately one letter) than EVA results. Interestingly, acuity

results were more aligned with EVA when TAO regular opto-

types were unscaled, and when the vanishing optotypes scal-

ing factor was reduced. This is promising; perhaps TAO

could be more equivalent to Sloan letters than shapes that

share the Sloan dimensions. However, this outcome will

change if the protocol differs (chart vs QUEST, for example),

and will change when compared to other reference sets (Lan-

dolt C vs ETDRS, for example). In this sense, scaling will be

an important feature of the evolution of the new TAO set.

Lea symbols have been rescaled on more than one occasion

in relation to different references,22 and in some cases are

individually scaled to allow equal blurring (see appendix I in

Cyert, 201028 for details). An appropriate scaling factor (ide-

ally for TAO as a set) should be assessed in a large cohort

with identical protocols and a considered reference optotype

set.

Although scaling relates directly to the cut-off used for

screening, the AUC can be compared regardless of specific

acuity cut-offs. TAO tests were highly effective at identify-

ing children with vision impairment (AUCTAOregular = 0.96,

AUCTAOvanishing = 0.95), but Parr was less effective

(AUCParr = 0.82). In children aged 5–6 years there was an

enhanced advantage of TAO (AUCTAOregular = 0.97,

AUCTAOvanishing = 0.98) over Parr (AUCParr = 0.75). TAO

results for sensitivity (TAOregular = 91%, TAO vanish-

ing = 91%) and specificity (TAOregular = 85%, TAOvanish-

ing = 82%) are in line with the electronic Jaeb Visual Acuity

Screener, reporting optimal sensitivity and specificity of

90% and 83%, respectively.32 As with LoA, trials used

within the QUEST protocol can be vastly truncated if

screening is the goal. Two to three trials for TAO regular

(5–6 for vanishing) is sufficient to achieve an AUC of 0.90,

after which additional trials achieve diminishing returns.

Note also the large jump in screening accuracy between pre-

senting a single trial and two trials. This is perhaps intuitive,

as VA must be better than 0.2 logMAR to pass our

Figure 8. Correct responses by optotype. Proportion of correct responses is plotted for each optotype, with chance performance represented with a

dotted line. Ranked difficulty estimates are from a recent study in adults which measured thresholds for individual optotypes.7
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screening protocol. In the tablet protocol the first presenta-

tion was forced to 0.3 logMAR (a fail), and the second to

0.15 logMAR (a pass). Additional trials appear to help

address lapses, correct guesses and to confirm a threshold

between 0.15 and 0.3 logMAR. This confirmation with

additional trials appears more important for the vanishing

format. Further work on the relative benefits of repeat test-

ing at threshold compared to the same number of measures

at continuous stimulus levels around the threshold would

be of interest.

For both LoA and ROC results, protocol was an impor-

tant differentiating factor among tests. We were interested

in whether a Bayesian adaptive staircase would be feasible/

useful for children, having adjusted our implementation of

this procedure based on our experience.25 All children

were testable and their lapse rates were comparable to

adults,20 suggesting the current protocol is feasible. Add-

ing an automated matching phase (similar to a familiarisa-

tion phase with the EVA1) reduced the incidence of

lapsing on the first trial compared to our previous project.

The addition of a re-randomise function also allowed

potential lapses to be averted by the assessor. This raises

an important question about subjective aspects of child-

hood VA testing. Giving the assessor the ability to make a

subjective decision about potential lapses (for example

‘did you mean to say heart?’ or providing an alternative at

the same stimulus level) may prevent lapses, but also shifts

the task away from a pure 10AFC, and potentially biases

Figure 9. Impact of number of trials on test-efficacy using The Auckland Optotypes. The upper row shows area under receiver operating charac-

teristic (ROC) curves for AAPOS screening criteria plotted against the number of trials administered. The lower row displays the results from Bland

Altman 95% limit of agreement with Electronic Visual Acuity (EVA) with differing number of trials. Orange arrows indicate the trial closest to the

knee point.
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results.16 To avoid differential subjective input, several

groups have attempted to completely automate the pro-

cess. For example, Aslam et al.35 designed a near acuity

test for children run without an assessor. For a variety of

reasons (likely including lapsing), test-retest LoA were

high (�0.27 logMAR). The degree to which assessor feed-

back, enthusiasm, and rapport impact upon test results is

not fully understood. Whether removing this source of

variability through automation makes results more or less

accurate is an important area for future work.

More work around use of the optotypes in individuals

with varying ages and cognitive capacities would also be of

value. Children (even 5 and 6 year olds) were capable of

completing the test with 10 options. Indeed, this test was

more effective at detecting vision impairment than the

Parr test, which presented fewer options. However, the

analysis of correct responses found that some shapes (e.g.

7 and 8) were more popular than others, suggesting that

there is potentially value in a truncated subset of TAO.

There was little difference between regular and vanish-

ing optotypes. Practically, vanishing optotypes displayed

on an electronic device are more difficult to control. For

example, power-saving features of our testing device

meant that temporary detachment from a power supply

could lead to changes in the operation of the tablet dis-

play that interfered with perceptual vanishing. Although

we worked around this (by having our software check the

device was plugged in) such issues must be identified and

managed to ensure tests will work as intended in com-

munity settings. Testing a cohort of children with more

diverse visual conditions, including those with a wider

range of unaided VA, amblyopia and ocular pathology,

would be extremely valuable to determine whether there

is a difference between regular and vanishing results

in particular conditions, as is the case in some adult

conditions.11

Together, agreement with EVA and capacity to differ-

entiate between children with and without a visual

anomaly suggest TAO symbols and the Bayesian adap-

tive staircases have value for testing children, particu-

larly in comparison to the Parr tests, the current New

Zealand screening tool. Further investigation of proce-

dures including optimal scaling of TAO optotypes, effi-

cient step sizes and use of automation would be useful,

as would the testing of children with more severe visual

impairment.
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